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IAMBUSES ABEIMSSU IAMBUS, iamb (type of metrical foot) [n] 

IATRICAL AACIILRT iatric (pertaining to medicine) [adj] 

IBOGAINE ABEGIINO alkaloid used as antidepressant [n -S] 

ICEBERGS BCEEGIRS ICEBERG, large floating body of ice [n] 

ICEBLINK BCEIIKLN glare over icefield [n -S] 

ICEBOATS ABCEIOST ICEBOAT, to travel in vehicle that sails on ice [v] 

ICEBOUND BCDEINOU surrounded by ice [adj] 

ICEBOXES BCEEIOSX ICEBOX, cabinet for cooling food [n] 

ICEFALLS ACEFILLS ICEFALL, kind of frozen waterfall [n] 

ICEFIELD CDEEFIIL large area of ice [n -S] 

ICEHOUSE CEEHIOSU building for storing ice [n -S] 

ICEKHANA AACEHIKN automotive event held on frozen lake [n -S] 

ICEMAKER ACEEIKMR appliance that makes ice [n -S] 

ICESCAPE ACCEEIPS landscape covered with ice [n -S] 

ICEWINES CEEIINSW ICEWINE, sweet wine made from grapes frozen on vine [n] 

ICEWORMS CEIMORSW ICEWORM, small worm found in glaciers [n] 

ICHNITES CEHIINST ICHNITE, fossil footprint [n] 

ICHOROUS CHIOORSU ICHOR, watery discharge from wound [adj] 

ICHTHYIC CCHHIITY pertaining to fishes [adj] 

ICKINESS CEIIKNSS state of being icky (repulsive) [n -ES] 

ICONICAL ACCIILNO ICON, representation (act of representing (to present again)) [adj] 

ICTERICS CCEIIRST ICTERIC, remedy for icterus [n] 

IDEALESS ADEEILSS IDEA, conception existing in mind [adj] 

IDEALISE ADEEIILS to idealize (to regard as perfect) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IDEALISM ADEIILMS pursuit of noble goals [n -S] 

IDEALIST ADEIILST adherent of idealism (pursuit of noble goals) [n -S] 

IDEALITY ADEIILTY state of being perfect; something idealized [n -TIES] 

IDEALIZE ADEEIILZ to regard as perfect [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IDEALOGY ADEGILOY ideology (systematic body of ideas) [n -GIES] 

IDEATING ADEGIINT IDEATE, to form idea [v] 

IDEATION ADEIINOT act of ideating (to form idea) [n -S] 

IDEATIVE ADEEIITV pertaining to ideation (act of ideating (to form idea)) [adj] 

IDENTIFY DEFIINTY to establish identity of [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

IDENTITY DEIINTTY essential character of person or thing [n -TIES] 

IDEOGRAM ADEGIMOR type of written symbol [n -S] 

IDEOLOGY DEGILOOY systematic body of ideas [n -GIES] 

IDIOCIES CDEIIIOS IDIOCY, condition of being idiot [n] 

IDIOLECT CDEIILOT one's speech pattern [n -S] 

IDIOTISM DIIIMOST idiocy (condition of being idiot) [n -S] 

IDIOTYPE DEIIOPTY structure of antibody [n -S] 

IDLENESS DEEILNSS state of being idle (inactive (not active)) [n -ES] 

IDLESSES DEEILSSS IDLESSE, idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n] 

IDOCRASE ACDEIORS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

IDOLATER ADEILORT one that worships idols [n -S] 

IDOLATOR ADILOORT idolater (one that worships idols) [n -S] 

IDOLATRY ADILORTY of idols [n -RIES] 
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IDOLISED DDEIILOS IDOLISE, to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v] 

IDOLISER DEIILORS one that idolises (to idolize (to worship)) [n -S] 

IDOLISES DEIILOSS IDOLISE, to idolize (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [v] 

IDOLISMS DIILMOSS IDOLISM, idolatry (worship of idols) [n] 

IDOLIZED DDEIILOZ IDOLIZE, to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v] 

IDOLIZER DEIILORZ one that idolizes (to worship (to honor and love as divine being)) [n -S] 

IDOLIZES DEIILOSZ IDOLIZE, to worship (to honor and love as divine being) [v] 

IDONEITY DEIINOTY state of being idoneous (suitable (appropriate)) [n -TIES] 

IDONEOUS DEINOOSU suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

IDYLISTS DIILSSTY IDYLIST, writer of idyls [n] 

IDYLLIST DIILLSTY idylist (writer of idyls) [n -S] 

IFFINESS EFFIINSS state of being iffy (full of uncertainty) [n -ES] 

IGNATIAS AAGIINST IGNATIA, medicinal seed [n] 

IGNIFIED DEFGIIIN IGNIFY, to burn (to destroy by fire) [v] 

IGNIFIES EFGIIINS IGNIFY, to burn (to destroy by fire) [v] 

IGNITERS EGIINRST IGNITER, one that ignites (to set on fire) [n] 

IGNITING GGIIINNT IGNITE, to set on fire [v] 

IGNITION GIIINNOT act of igniting (to set on fire) [n -S] 

IGNITORS GIINORST IGNITOR, igniter (one that ignites (to set on fire)) [n] 

IGNITRON GIINNORT type of rectifier tube [n -S] 

IGNOBLER BEGILNOR IGNOBLE, of low character [adj] 

IGNOMINY GIIMNNOY disgrace or dishonor [n -NIES] 

IGNORAMI AGIIMNOR utterly ignorant persons [n IGNORAMI] 

IGNORANT AGINNORT having no knowledge [adj] 

IGNORERS EGINORRS IGNORER, one that ignores (to refuse to notice) [n] 

IGNORING GGIINNOR IGNORE, to refuse to notice [v] 

IGUANIAN AAGIINNU lizard related to iguana [n -S] 

IGUANIDS ADGIINSU IGUANID, long-tailed lizard [n] 

IKEBANAS AABEIKNS IKEBANA, Japanese art of flower arranging [n] 

ILLATION AIILLNOT act of inferring (to reach or derive by reasoning) [n -S] 

ILLATIVE AEIILLTV word or phrase introducing inference [n -S] 

ILLEGALS AEGILLLS ILLEGAL, person who enters country without authorization [n] 

ILLINIUM IIILLMNU radioactive element [n -S] 

ILLIQUID DIIILLQU not being cash [adj] 

ILLOGICS CGIILLOS ILLOGIC, absence of logic [n] 

ILLUDING DGIILLNU ILLUDE, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

ILLUMINE EIILLMNU to illuminate [v -D, -NING, -S] 

ILLUMING GIILLMNU ILLUME, to illuminate [v] 

ILLUSION IILLNOSU false perception [n -S] 

ILLUSIVE EIILLSUV illusory (based on illusion) [adj] 

ILLUSORY ILLORSUY based on illusion [adj] 

ILLUVIAL AIILLLUV ILLUVIUM, type of material accumulated in soil [adj] 

ILLUVIUM IILLMUUV type of material accumulated in soil [n -IA, -S] 

ILMENITE EEIILMNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

IMAGINAL AAGIILMN pertaining to imago (adult insect) [adj] 

IMAGINED ADEGIIMN IMAGINE, to form mental picture of [v] 

IMAGINER AEGIIMNR one that imagines (to form mental picture of) [n -S] 
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IMAGINES AEGIIMNS IMAGINE, to form mental picture of [v] 

IMAGINGS AGGIIMNS IMAGING, action of producing visible representation [n] 

IMAGISMS AGIIMMSS IMAGISM, movement in poetry [n] 

IMAGISTS AGIIMSST IMAGIST, adherent of imagism (movement in poetry) [n] 

IMAMATES AAEIMMST IMAMATE, office of imam (Muslim priest) [n] 

IMBALMED ABDEILMM IMBALM, to embalm (to treat so as to protect from decay) [v] 

IMBALMER ABEILMMR embalmer (one that embalms (to treat so as to protect from decay)) [n -S] 

IMBARKED ABDEIKMR IMBARK, to embark (to make start) [v] 

IMBECILE BCEEIILM mentally deficient person [n -S] 

IMBEDDED BDDDEEIM IMBED, to embed (to fix firmly into surrounding mass) [v] 

IMBIBERS BBEIIMRS IMBIBER, one that imbibes (to drink (to swallow liquid)) [n] 

IMBIBING BBGIIIMN IMBIBE, to drink (to swallow liquid) [v] 

IMBITTER BEIIMRTT to embitter (to make bitter) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBLAZED ABDEILMZ IMBLAZE, to emblaze (to set on fire) [v] 

IMBLAZES ABEILMSZ IMBLAZE, to emblaze (to set on fire) [v] 

IMBODIED BDDEIIMO IMBODY, to embody (to provide with body) [v] 

IMBODIES BDEIIMOS IMBODY, to embody (to provide with body) [v] 

IMBOLDEN BDEILMNO to embolden (to instill with courage) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMBOSOMS BIMMOOSS IMBOSOM, to embosom (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v] 

IMBOWERS BEIMORSW IMBOWER, to embower (to surround with foliage) [v] 

IMBROWNS BIMNORSW IMBROWN, to embrown (to make brown) [v] 

IMBRUING BGIIMNRU IMBRUE, to stain (to discolor or dirty) [v] 

IMBRUTED BDEIMRTU IMBRUTE, to make brutal [v] 

IMBRUTES BEIMRSTU IMBRUTE, to make brutal [v] 

IMIPENEM EEIIMMNP antibacterial [n -S] 

IMITABLE ABEIILMT capable of being imitated [adj] 

IMITATED ADEIIMTT IMITATE, to behave in same way as [v] 

IMITATES AEIIMSTT IMITATE, to behave in same way as [v] 

IMITATOR AIIMORTT one that imitates (to behave in same way as) [n -S] 

IMMANENT AEIMMNNT existing within (interior place or area) [adj] 

IMMATURE AEIMMRTU individual that is not fully grown or developed [n -S] / not fully grown or developed [adj -R, -ST] 

IMMENSER EEIMMNRS IMMENSE, great in size [adj] 

IMMERGED DEEGIMMR IMMERGE, to immerse (to plunge into liquid) [v] 

IMMERGES EEGIMMRS IMMERGE, to immerse (to plunge into liquid) [v] 

IMMERSED DEEIMMRS IMMERSE, to plunge into liquid [v] 

IMMERSES EEIMMRSS IMMERSE, to plunge into liquid [v] 

IMMESHED DEEHIMMS IMMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

IMMESHES EEHIMMSS IMMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

IMMINENT EIIMMNNT ready to take place [adj] 

IMMINGLE EGIILMMN to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

IMMIXING GIIIMMNX IMMIX, to mix in [v] 

IMMOBILE BEIILMMO incapable of being moved [adj] 

IMMODEST DEIMMOST not modest (having moderate regard for oneself) [adj -ER, EST] 

IMMOLATE AEILMMOT to kill as sacrifice [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IMMORTAL AILMMORT one who is not subject to death [n -S] 

IMMOTILE EIILMMOT lacking mobility (ability to move) [adj] 

IMMUNEST EIMMNSTU IMMUNE [adj] 
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IMMUNISE EIIMMNSU to immunize (to protect from disease) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IMMUNITY IIMMNTUY state of being protected from disease [n -TIES] 

IMMUNIZE EIIMMNUZ to protect from disease [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

IMMURING GIIMMNRU IMMURE, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

IMPACTED ACDEIMPT IMPACT, to pack firmly together [v] 

IMPACTER ACEIMPRT one that impacts (to pack firmly together) [n -S] 

IMPACTOR ACIMOPRT impacter (one that impacts (to pack firmly together)) [n -S] 

IMPAINTS AIIMNPST IMPAINT, to paint or depict [v] 

IMPAIRED ADEIIMPR IMPAIR, to make worse [v] 

IMPAIRER AEIIMPRR one that impairs (to make worse) [n -S] 

IMPALERS AEILMPRS IMPALER, one that impales (to pierce with pointed object) [n] 

IMPALING AGIILMNP IMPALE, to pierce with pointed object [v] 

IMPANELS AEILMNPS IMPANEL, to enter on list for jury duty [v] 

IMPARITY AIIMPRTY lack of equality [n -TIES] 

IMPARKED ADEIKMPR IMPARK, to confine in park [v] 

IMPARTED ADEIMPRT IMPART, to make known [v] 

IMPARTER AEIMPRRT one that imparts (to make known) [n -S] 

IMPASSES AEIMPSSS IMPASSE, road or passage having no exit [n] 

IMPASTED ADEIMPST IMPASTE, to make into paste [v] 

IMPASTES AEIMPSST IMPASTE, to make into paste [v] 

IMPASTOS AIMOPSST IMPASTO, painting technique [n] 

IMPAWNED ADEIMNPW IMPAWN, to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v] 

IMPEARLS AEILMPRS IMPEARL, to make pearly [v] 

IMPEDERS DEEIMPRS IMPEDER, one that impedes (to obstruct progress of) [n] 

IMPEDING DEGIIMNP IMPEDE, to obstruct progress of [v] 

IMPELLED DEEILLMP IMPEL, to force into action [v] 

IMPELLER EEILLMPR one that impels (to force into action) [n -S] 

IMPELLOR EILLMOPR impeller (one that impels (to force into action)) [n -S] 

IMPENDED DDEEIMNP IMPEND, to be imminent (ready to take place) [v] 

IMPERIAL AEIILMPR emperor or empress [n -S] 

IMPERILS EIILMPRS IMPERIL, to place in jeopardy [v] 

IMPERIUM EIIMMPRU absolute power [n -IA, -S] 

IMPETIGO EGIIMOPT skin disease [n -S] 

IMPINGED DEGIIMNP IMPINGE, to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v] 

IMPINGER EGIIMNPR one that impinges (to collide (to come together with violent impact)) [n -S] 

IMPINGES EGIIMNPS IMPINGE, to collide (to come together with violent impact) [v] 

IMPISHLY HIILMPSY IMPISH, mischievous [adv] 

IMPLANTS AILMNPST IMPLANT, to set securely [v] 

IMPLEADS ADEILMPS IMPLEAD, to sue in court of law [v] 

IMPLEDGE DEEGILMP to pawn (to give as security for something borrowed) [v -D, -GING, -S] 

IMPLICIT CIIILMPT implied [adj] 

IMPLODED DDEILMOP IMPLODE, to collapse inward [v] 

IMPLODES DEILMOPS IMPLODE, to collapse inward [v] 

IMPLORED DEILMOPR IMPLORE, to beg for urgently [v] 

IMPLORER EILMOPRR one that implores (to beg for urgently) [n -S] 

IMPLORES EILMOPRS IMPLORE, to beg for urgently [v] 

IMPLYING GIILMNPY IMPLY, to indicate or suggest indirectly [v] 
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IMPOLICY CIILMOPY unwise course of action [n -CIES] 

IMPONING GIIMNNOP IMPONE, to wager (to risk on uncertain outcome) [v] 

IMPOROUS IMOOPRSU extremely dense [adj] 

IMPORTED DEIMOPRT IMPORT, to bring into country from abroad [v] 

IMPORTER EIMOPRRT one that imports (to bring into country from abroad) [n -S] 

IMPOSERS EIMOPRSS IMPOSER, one that imposes (to establish as compulsory) [n] 

IMPOSING GIIMNOPS IMPOSE, to establish as compulsory [v] 

IMPOSTED DEIMOPST IMPOST, to determine customs duties [v] 

IMPOSTER EIMOPRST impostor (one that poses as another for deceptive purposes) [n -S] 

IMPOSTOR IMOOPRST one that poses as another for deceptive purposes [n -S] 

IMPOTENT EIMNOPTT one that is powerless [n -S] 

IMPOUNDS DIMNOPSU IMPOUND, to seize and retain in legal custody [v] 

IMPOWERS EIMOPRSW IMPOWER, to empower (to give legal power to) [v] 

IMPREGNS EGIMNPRS IMPREGN, to make pregnant [v] 

IMPRESAS AEIMPRSS IMPRESA, type of emblem [n] 

IMPRESES EEIMPRSS IMPRESE, impresa (type of emblem) [n] 

IMPRESTS EIMPRSST IMPREST, loan or advance of money [n] 

IMPRIMIS IIIMMPRS in first place [adv] 

IMPRINTS IIMNPRST IMPRINT, to produce mark by pressure [v] 

IMPRISON IIMNOPRS to confine (to shut within enclosure) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

IMPROPER EIMOPPRR not proper (suitable (appropriate)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

IMPROVED DEIMOPRV IMPROVE, to make better [v] 

IMPROVER EIMOPRRV one that improves (to make better) [n -S] 

IMPROVES EIMOPRSV IMPROVE, to make better [v] 

IMPUDENT DEIMNPTU offensively bold or disrespectful [adj] 

IMPUGNED DEGIMNPU IMPUGN, to make insinuations against [v] 

IMPUGNER EGIMNPRU one that impugns (to make insinuations against) [n -S] 

IMPULSED DEILMPSU IMPULSE, to give impetus to [v] 

IMPULSES EILMPSSU IMPULSE, to give impetus to [v] 

IMPUNITY IIMNPTUY exemption from penalty [n -TIES] 

IMPURELY EILMPRUY IMPURE, not pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [adv] 

IMPUREST EIMPRSTU IMPURE, not pure [adj] 

IMPURITY IIMPRTUY something that is impure [n -TIES] 

IMPUTERS EIMPRSTU IMPUTER, one that imputes (to credit to person or cause) [n] 

IMPUTING GIIMNPTU IMPUTE, to credit to person or cause [v] 

INACTION ACIINNOT lack of action [n -S] 

INACTIVE ACEIINTV INACTIVITY [n] / not active [adj] 

INARABLE AABEILNR not arable [adj] 

INARCHED ACDEHINR INARCH, to graft with in certain way [v] 

INARCHES ACEHINRS INARCH, to graft with in certain way [v] 

INARMING AGIIMNNR INARM, to encircle with arms [v] 

INASMUCH ACHIMNSU to extent that [adv] 

INBEINGS BEGIINNS INBEING, state of being inherent (existing in something as essential characteristic) [n] 

INBOARDS ABDINORS INBOARD, type of boat motor [n] 

INBOUNDS BDINNOSU being within certain boundaries [adj] / INBOUND, to put basketball in play from out of bounds [v] 

INBREEDS BDEEINRS INBREED, to breed closely related stock [v] 

INBURSTS BINRSSTU INBURST, act of bursting inward [n] 
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INCAGING ACGGIINN INCAGE, to encage (to confine in cage) [v] 

INCANTED ACDEINNT INCANT, to utter ritually [v] 

INCASING ACGIINNS INCASE, to encase (to enclose in case) [v] 

INCENSED CDEEINNS INCENSE, to make angry [v] 

INCENSES CEEINNSS INCENSE, to make angry [v] 

INCENTED CDEEINNT INCENT, to provide with incentive [v] 

INCENTER CEEINNRT point where three lines bisecting angles of triangle meet [n -S] 

INCEPTED CDEEINPT INCEPT, to take in [v] 

INCEPTOR CEINOPRT one that incepts (to take in) [n -S] 

INCHMEAL ACEHILMN little by little [adv] 

INCHOATE ACEHINOT being in early stage [adj] 

INCHWORM CHIMNORW type of worm [n -S] 

INCIDENT CDEIINNT event (something that occurs (to take place)) [n -S] 

INCIPITS CIIINPST INCIPIT, opening words of text [n] 

INCISING CGIIINNS INCISE, to cut into [v] 

INCISION CIIINNOS act of incising (to cut into) [n -S] 

INCISIVE CEIIINSV penetrating [adj] 

INCISORS CIINORSS INCISOR, cutting tooth [n] 

INCISORY CIINORSY adapted for cutting [adj] 

INCISURE CEIINRSU notch or cleft of body part [n -S] 

INCITANT ACIINNTT something that incites (to arouse to action) [n -S] 

INCITERS CEIINRST INCITER, one that incites (to arouse to action) [n] 

INCITING CGIIINNT INCITE, to arouse to action [v] 

INCLASPS ACILNPSS INCLASP, to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v] 

INCLINED CDEIILNN INCLINE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

INCLINER CEIILNNR one that inclines (to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical)) [n -S] 

INCLINES CEIILNNS INCLINE, to slant (to deviate from horizontal or vertical) [v] 

INCLOSED CDEILNOS INCLOSE, to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v] 

INCLOSER CEILNORS one that incloses (to enclose (to close in on all sides)) [n -S] 

INCLOSES CEILNOSS INCLOSE, to enclose (to close in on all sides) [v] 

INCLUDED CDDEILNU INCLUDE, to have as part [v] 

INCLUDES CDEILNSU INCLUDE, to have as part [v] 

INCOMERS CEIMNORS INCOMER, one that comes in [n] 

INCOMING CGIIMNNO arrival (act of arriving (to reach destination)) [n -S] 

INCONNUS CINNNOSU INCONNU, large food fish [n] 

INCORPSE CEINOPRS to become combined with [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCREASE ACEEINRS to make or become greater [v -D, -SING, -S] 

INCREATE ACEEINRT not created (to cause to exist) [adj] 

INCRUSTS CINRSSTU INCRUST, to encrust (to cover with crust) [v] 

INCUBATE ABCEINTU to warm eggs for hatching [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INCUDATE ACDEINTU incudal (pertaining to incus (bone in middle ear)) [adj] 

INCUMBER BCEIMNRU to encumber (to hinder in action or movement) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INCURRED CDEINRRU INCUR, to bring upon oneself [v] 

INCURVED CDEINRUV INCURVE, to curve inward [v] 

INCURVES CEINRSUV INCURVE, to curve inward [v] 

INCUSING CGIINNSU INCUSE, to mark by stamping [v] 

INDAGATE AADEGINT to investigate [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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INDAMINE ADEIIMNN chemical compound [n -S] 

INDAMINS ADIIMNNS INDAMIN, indamine (chemical compound) [n] 

INDEBTED BDDEEINT owing something to another [adj] 

INDECENT CDEEINNT not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [ad -ER, -EST] 

INDENTED DDEEINNT INDENT, to cut or tear irregularly [v] 

INDENTER DEEINNRT one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly) [n -S] 

INDENTOR DEINNORT indenter (one that indents (to cut or tear irregularly)) [n -S] 

INDEVOUT DEINOTUV not devout (pious (marked by religious reverence)) [adj] 

INDEXERS DEEINRSX INDEXER, one that indexes (to provide with index) [n] 

INDEXING DEGIINNX INDEX, to provide with index [v] / linking of wages and prices to cost-of-living levels [n -S] 

INDICANS ACDIINNS INDICAN, chemical compound [n] 

INDICANT ACDIINNT something that indicates (to point out) [n -S] 

INDICATE ACDEIINT to point out [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDICIAS ACDIIINS INDICIA, distinctive mark [n] 

INDICIUM CDIIIMNU indicia (distinctive mark) [n -S] 

INDICTED CDDEIINT INDICT, to charge with crime [v] 

INDICTEE CDEEIINT one that is indicted [n -S] 

INDICTER CDEIINRT one that indicts (to charge with crime) [n -S] 

INDICTOR CDIINORT indicter (one that indicts (to charge with crime)) [n -S] 

INDIGENE DEEGIINN native (original inhabitant of area) [n -S] 

INDIGENS DEGIINNS INDIGEN, indigene (native (original inhabitant of area)) [n] 

INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S] 

INDIGNLY DGIILNNY INDIGN, disgraceful [adv] 

INDIGOES DEGIINOS INDIGO, blue dye [n] 

INDIGOID DDGIIINO blue dye [n -S] 

INDIRECT CDEIINRT not direct (straightforward) [adj] 

INDITERS DEIINRST INDITER, one that indites (to write or compose) [n] 

INDITING DGIIINNT INDITE, to write or compose [v] 

INDOCILE CDEIILNO not docile (easily trained) [adj] 

INDOLENT DEILNNOT lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adj] 

INDORSED DDEINORS INDORSE, to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v] 

INDORSEE DEEINORS endorsee (one to whom document is transferred by endorsement) [n -S] 

INDORSER DEINORRS endorser (one that endorses (to sign back of negotiable document)) [n -S] 

INDORSES DEINORSS INDORSE, to endorse (to sign back of negotiable document) [v] 

INDORSOR DINOORRS endorsor (endorser (one that endorses (endorse))) [n -S] 

INDOWING DGIINNOW INDOW, to endow (to provide with something) [v] 

INDOXYLS DILNOSXY INDOXYL, chemical compound [n] 

INDRAFTS ADFINRST INDRAFT, inward flow or current [n] 

INDUCERS CDEINRSU INDUCER, one that induces (to influence into doing something) [n] 

INDUCING CDGIINNU INDUCE, to influence into doing something [v] 

INDUCTED CDDEINTU INDUCT, to bring into military service [v] 

INDUCTEE CDEEINTU one that is inducted [n -S] 

INDUCTOR CDINORTU one that inducts (to bring into military service) [n -S] 

INDULGED DDEGILNU INDULGE, to yield to desire of [v] 

INDULGER DEGILNRU one that indulges (to yield to desire of) [n -S] 

INDULGES DEGILNSU INDULGE, to yield to desire of [v] 

INDULINE DEIILNNU blue dye [n -S] 
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INDULINS DIILNNSU INDULIN, induline (blue dye) [n] 

INDURATE ADEINRTU to make hard [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INDUSIAL ADIILNSU INDUSIUM, enclosing membrane [adj] 

INDUSIUM DIIMNSUU enclosing membrane [n -IA] 

INDUSTRY DINRSTUY group of productive enterprises [n -RIES] 

INDWELLS DEILLNSW INDWELL, to live within [v] 

INEARTHS AEHINRST INEARTH, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INEDIBLE BDEEIILN not fit to be eaten [adj] 

INEDIBLY BDEIILNY INEDIBLE, not fit to be eaten [adv] 

INEDITED DDEEIINT not published (to print and issue to public) [adj] 

INEPTEST EEINPSTT INEPT, not suitable [adj] 

INEQUITY EIINQTUY unfairness [n -TIES] 

INERRANT AEINNRRT free from error [adj] 

INERTIAE AEEIINRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [n] 

INERTIAL AEIILNRT INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [adj] 

INERTIAS AEIINRST INERTIA, tendency of body to resist acceleration [n] 

INEXPERT EEINPRTX novice (person new to any field or activity) [n -S] 

INFAMIES AEFIIMNS INFAMY, state of being infamous (having vile reputation) [n] 

INFAMOUS AFIMNOSU having vile reputation [adj] 

INFANTAS AAFINNST INFANTA, daughter of Spanish or Portuguese monarch [n] 

INFANTES AEFINNST INFANTE, younger son of Spanish or Portuguese monarch [n] 

INFANTRY AFINNRTY branch of army composed of foot soldiers [n -RIES] 

INFARCTS ACFINRST INFARCT, area of dead or dying tissue [n] 

INFAUNAE AAEFINNU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [n] 

INFAUNAL AAFILNNU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [adj] 

INFAUNAS AAFINNSU INFAUNA, fauna living on soft sea floor [n] 

INFECTED CDEEFINT INFECT, to contaminate with disease-producing germs [v] 

INFECTER CEEFINRT one that infects (to contaminate with disease-producing germs) [n -S] 

INFECTOR CEFINORT infecter (one that infects (to contaminate with disease-producing germs)) [n -S] 

INFECUND CDEFINNU barren (unproductive (not productive)) [adj] 

INFEOFFS EFFFINOS INFEOFF, to enfeoff (to invest with feudal estate) [v] 

INFERIOR EFIINORR one of lesser rank [n -S] 

INFERNAL AEFILNNR pertaining to hell [adj] 

INFERNOS EFINNORS INFERNO, place that resembles or suggests hell [n] 

INFERRED DEEFINRR INFER, to reach or derive by reasoning [v] 

INFERRER EEFINRRR one that infers (to reach or derive by reasoning) [n -S] 

INFESTED DEEFINST INFEST, to overrun in large numbers [v] 

INFESTER EEFINRST one that infests (to overrun in large numbers) [n -S] 

INFIDELS DEFIILNS INFIDEL, one who has no religious faith [n] 

INFIELDS DEFIILNS INFIELD, part of baseball field [n] 

INFIGHTS FGHIINST INFIGHT, to contend with others within same group [v] 

INFILLED DEFIILLN INFILL, to fill in (hole) [v] 

INFINITE EFIIINNT something that has no limits [n -S] 

INFINITY FIIINNTY state of having no limits [n -TIES] 

INFIRMED DEFIIMNR INFIRM, to weaken or destroy validity of [v] 

INFIRMLY FIILMNRY in feeble (weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance))) manner [adv] 

INFIXING FGIIINNX INFIX, to implant (to set securely) [v] 
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INFIXION FIIINNOX act of infixing (to implant (to set securely)) [n -S] 

INFLAMED ADEFILMN INFLAME, to set on fire [v] 

INFLAMER AEFILMNR one that inflames (to set on fire) [n -S] 

INFLAMES AEFILMNS INFLAME, to set on fire [v] 

INFLATED ADEFILNT INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v] 

INFLATER AEFILNRT one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n -S] 

INFLATES AEFILNST INFLATE, to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v] 

INFLATOR AFILNORT inflater (one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air)) [n -S] 

INFLECTS CEFILNST INFLECT, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v] 

INFLEXED DEEFILNX bent inward [adj] 

INFLICTS CFIILNST INFLICT, to cause to be endured; impose [v] 

INFLIGHT FGHIILNT done during air voyage [adj] 

INFLUENT EFILNNTU tributary [n -S] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

INFOBAHN ABFHINNO electronic communications network [n -S] 

INFOLDED DDEFILNO INFOLD, to fold inward [v] 

INFOLDER DEFILNOR one that infolds (to fold inward) [n -S] 

INFORMAL AFILMNOR marked by absence of formality or ceremony [adj] 

INFORMED DEFIMNOR INFORM, to supply with information [v] 

INFORMER EFIMNORR one that informs (to supply with information) [n -S] 

INFOTECH CEFHINOT computer technology for distributing data [n -S] 

INFOUGHT FGHINOTU INFIGHT, to contend with others within same group [v] 

INFRACTS ACFINRST INFRACT, to break legal rule [v] 

INFRARED ADEFINRR part of invisible spectrum [n -S] 

INFRINGE EFGIINNR to violate oath or law [v -D, -GING, -S] 

INFRUGAL AFGILNRU not frugal (thrifty (displaying thrift (care and wisdom in management of one's resources))) [adj] 

INFUSERS EFINRSSU INFUSER, one that infuses (to permeate with something) [n] 

INFUSING FGIINNSU INFUSE, to permeate with something [v] 

INFUSION FIINNOSU act of infusing (to permeate with something) [n -S] 

INFUSIVE EFIINSUV capable of infusing [adj] 

INGATHER AEGHINRT to gather in [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INGENUES EEGINNSU INGENUE, naive young woman [n] 

INGESTED DEEGINST INGEST, to take into body [v] 

INGOTING GGIINNOT INGOT, to shape into convenient form for storage [v] 

INGRAFTS AFGINRST INGRAFT, to engraft (to graft for propagation) [v] 

INGRAINS AGIINNRS INGRAIN, to impress firmly on mind [v] 

INGRATES AEGINRST INGRATE, ungrateful person [n] 

INGROUND DGINNORU built into ground [adj] 

INGROUPS GINOPRSU INGROUP, group with which one feels sense of solidarity [n] 

INGROWTH GHINORTW growth inward [n -S] 

INGUINAL AGIILNNU pertaining to groin [adj] 

INGULFED DEFGILNU INGULF, to engulf (to surround completely) [v] 

INHABITS ABHIINST INHABIT, to live in [v] 

INHALANT AAHILNNT something that is inhaled [n -S] 

INHALERS AEHILNRS INHALER, one that inhales (to take into lungs) [n] 

INHALING AGHIILNN INHALE, to take into lungs [v] 

INHAULER AEHILNRU inhaul (line for bringing in sail) [n -S] 
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INHERENT EEHINNRT existing in something as essential characteristic [adj] 

INHERING EGHIINNR INHERE, to be inherent [v] 

INHERITS EHIINRST INHERIT, to receive by legal succession [v] 

INHESION EHIINNOS state of inhering [n -S] 

INHIBINS BHIIINNS INHIBIN, human hormone [n] 

INHIBITS BHIIINST INHIBIT, to restrain or hold back [v] 

INHOLDER DEHILNOR one that owns tract of land within national park [n -S] 

INHUMANE AEHIMNNU not humane (compassionate) [adj] 

INHUMERS EHIMNRSU INHUMER, one that inhumes (to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth)) [n] 

INHUMING GHIIMNNU INHUME, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 

INIMICAL ACIIILMN unfriendly (not friendly (inclined to approve, help, or support)) [adj] 

INIQUITY IIINQTUY gross injustice [n -TIES] 

INITIALS AIIILNST INITIAL, to mark with first letters of one's name [v] 

INITIATE AEIIINTT to originate [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INJECTED CDEEIJNT INJECT, to force fluid into [v] 

INJECTOR CEIJNORT one that injects (to force fluid into) [n -S] 

INJURERS EIJNRRSU INJURER, one that injures (to do or cause injury to) [n] 

INJURIES EIIJNRSU INJURY, harm inflicted or suffered [n] 

INJURING GIIJNNRU INJURE, to do or cause injury to [v] 

INKBERRY BEIKNRRY small shrub [n -RRIES] 

INKBLOTS BIKLNOST INKBLOT, blotted pattern of spilled ink [n] 

INKHORNS HIKNNORS INKHORN, small container for ink [n] 

INKINESS EIIKNNSS state of being inky (resembling ink) [n -ES] 

INKLINGS GIIKLNNS INKLING, slight suggestion [n] 

INKSTAND ADIKNNST inkwell (small container for ink) [n -S] 

INKSTONE EIKNNOST stone on which dry ink and water are mixed [n -S] 

INKWELLS EIKLLNSW INKWELL, small container for ink [n] 

INKWOODS DIKNOOSW INKWOOD, evergreen tree [n] 

INLACING ACGIILNN INLACE, to enlace (to bind with laces) [v] 

INLANDER ADEILNNR one living in interior of region [n -S] 

INLAYERS AEILNRSY INLAYER, one that inlays (to set into surface) [n] 

INLAYING AGIILNNY INLAY, to set into surface [v] 

INMESHED DEEHIMNS INMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

INMESHES EEHIMNSS INMESH, to enmesh (to ensnare or entangle in net) [v] 

INNATELY AEILNNTY INNATE, inborn (existing in one from birth) [adv] 

INNERVED DEEINNRV INNERVE, to stimulate [v] 

INNERVES EEINNRSV INNERVE, to stimulate [v] 

INNOCENT CEINNNOT free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST] 

INNOCENT CEINNNOT innocent person [n -S] 

INNOVATE AEINNOTV to introduce something new [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INNUENDO DEINNNOU to make derogatory implication [v -ED, -ING, -S, -ES] 

INOCULUM CILMNOUU material used in inoculation [n -LA, -S] 

INOSINES EIINNOSS INOSINE, compound of hypoxanthine and ribose [n] 

INOSITES EIINOSST INOSITE, inositol (alcohol found in plant and animal tissue) [n] 

INOSITOL IILNOOST alcohol found in plant and animal tissue [n -S] 

INOTROPE EINOOPRT drug for controlling force of muscular contractions [n -S] 

INPOURED DEINOPRU INPOUR, to pour in [v] 
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INPUTTED DEINPTTU INPUT, to enter data into computer [v] 

INPUTTER EINPRTTU one that inputs (to enter data into computer) [n -S] 

INQUESTS EINQSSTU INQUEST, legal inquiry [n] 

INQUIETS EIINQSTU INQUIET, to disturb (to interrupt quiet, rest, or peace of) [v] 

INQUIRED DEIINQRU INQUIRE, to ask about [v] 

INQUIRER EIINQRRU one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

INQUIRES EIINQRSU INQUIRE, to ask about [v] 

INRUSHES EHINRSSU INRUSH, rushing in [n]  

INSANELY AEILNNSY INSANE, mentally unsound [adv] 

INSANEST AEINNSST INSANE, mentally unsound [adj] 

INSANITY AIINNSTY state of being insane; something utterly foolish [n -TIES] 

INSCAPES ACEINPSS INSCAPE, inner essential quality of something [n] 

INSCRIBE BCEIINRS to write or engrave as lasting record [v -D, -BING, -S] 

INSCROLL CILLNORS to enscroll (to write on scroll) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSCULPS CILNPSSU INSCULP, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

INSECTAN ACEINNST pertaining to insects (any of class of small invertebrate animals) [adj] 

INSECURE CEEINRSU unsafe (not safe (free from danger)) [adj -R, -ST] 

INSERTED DEEINRST INSERT, to put in [v] 

INSERTER EEINRRST one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

INSETTED DEEINSTT INSET, to insert (to put in) [v] 

INSETTER EEINRSTT one that inserts (to put in) [n -S] 

INSHEATH AEHHINST to ensheath (to ensheathe (to enclose in sheath)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSHRINE EHIINNRS to enshrine (to place in shrine) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INSIDERS DEIINRSS INSIDER, accepted member of clique [n] 

INSIGHTS GHIINSST INSIGHT, perception of inner nature of things [n] 

INSIGNIA AGIIINNS INSIGNE, insignia [n] / emblem of authority or honor [n -S] 

INSISTED DEIINSST INSIST, to be resolute on some matter [v] 

INSISTER EIINRSST one that insists (to be resolute on some matter) [n -S] 

INSNARED ADEINNRS INSNARE, to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

INSNARER AEINNRRS ensnarer (one that ensnares (to trap)) [n -S] 

INSNARES AEINNRSS INSNARE, to ensnare (to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals))) [v] 

INSOLATE AEILNOST to expose to sunlight [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSOLENT EILNNOST extremely rude person [n -S] 

INSOMNIA AIIMNNOS chronic inability to sleep [n -S] 

INSOMUCH CHIMNOSU to such degree [adv] 

INSOULED DEILNOSU INSOUL, to ensoul (to endow with soul) [v] 

INSOURCE CEINORSU to procure goods and services from within one's own country [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INSPECTS CEINPSST INSPECT, to look carefully at or over [v] 

INSPHERE EEHINPRS to ensphere (to enclose in sphere) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

INSPIRED DEIINPRS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of [v] 

INSPIRER EIINPRRS one that inspires (to animate mind or emotions of) [n -S] 

INSPIRES EIINPRSS INSPIRE, to animate mind or emotions of [v] 

INSPIRIT IIINPRST to fill with spirit or life [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSTABLE ABEILNST unstable (not stable (resistant to sudden change or position or condition)) [adj] 

INSTALLS AILLNSST INSTALL, to place in position for use [v] 

INSTANCE ACEINNST to cite as example [v -D, -CING, -S] 

INSTANCY ACINNSTY urgency (quality of being urgent (requiring immediate attention)) [n -CIES] 
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INSTANTS AINNSSTT INSTANT, very short time [n] 

INSTATED ADEINSTT INSTATE, to place in office [v] 

INSTATES AEINSSTT INSTATE, to place in office [v] 

INSTILLS IILLNSST INSTILL, to infuse slowly [v] 

INSTINCT CIINNSTT inborn behavioral pattern [n -S] 

INSTROKE EIKNORST inward stroke [n -S] 

INSTRUCT CINRSTTU to supply with knowledge [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INSULANT AILNNSTU insulating material [n -S] 

INSULARS AILNRSSU INSULAR, islander (one that lives on island) [n] 

INSULATE AEILNSTU to separate with nonconducting material [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INSULINS IILNNSSU INSULIN, hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n] 

INSULTED DEILNSTU INSULT, to treat offensively [v] 

INSULTER EILNRSTU one that insults (to treat offensively) [n -S] 

INSURANT AINNRSTU one who is insured (one who is insured) [n -S] 

INSUREDS DEINRSSU INSURED, one who is insured [n] 

INSURERS EINRRSSU INSURER, one that insures (to guarantee against loss) [n] 

INSURING GIINNRSU INSURE, to guarantee against loss [v] 

INSWATHE AEHINSTW to enswathe (to swathe (to wrap in bandages)) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

INTACTLY ACILNTTY INTACT, not damaged in any way [adv] 

INTAGLIO AGIILNOT incised or sunken design [n -LI, -ES, -S] / to engrave in intaglio [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTARSIA AAIINRST decorative technique [n -S] 

INTEGERS EEGINRST INTEGER, whole number [n] 

INTEGRAL AEGILNRT total unit [n -S] 

INTEGRIN EGIINNRT class of animal proteins [n -S] 

INTENDED DDEEINNT INTEND, to have as specific aim or purpose [v] / one's spouse to-be [n -S]  

INTENDER DEEINNRT one that intends (to have as specific aim or purpose) [n -S] 

INTENSER EEINNRST INTENSE, existing in extreme degree [adj] 

INTENTLY EILNNTTY in unwavering (not wavering (to move back and forth)) manner [adv] 

INTERACT ACEINRTT to act on each other [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTERAGE AEEGINRT including persons of various ages [adj] 

INTERBED BDEEINRT to insert between other layers [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

INTERCOM CEIMNORT type of communication system [n -S] 

INTERCUT CEINRTTU to alternate camera shots [v INTERCUT, -ING, -S] 

INTEREST EEINRSTT to engage attention of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTERIMS EIIMNRST INTERIM, interval (space of time between periods or events) [n] 

INTERIOR EIINORRT inside (something that lies within) [n -S] 

INTERLAP AEILNPRT to lap one over another [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

INTERLAY AEILNRTY to place between [v -AID, -ING, -S] 

INTERMAT AEIMNRTT to mat fibers together [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTERMIT EIIMNRTT to stop temporarily [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTERMIX EIIMNRTX to mix together [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INTERNAL AEILNNRT inner attribute [n -S] 

INTERNED DEEINNRT INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTERNEE EEEINNRT one who has been interned [n -S] 

INTERNES EEINNRST INTERNE, recent medical school graduate on hospital staff [n] 

INTERNET EEINNRTT network of computer networks [n -S] 

INTERRED DEEINRRT INTER, to bury (to put in ground and cover with earth) [v] 
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INTERREX EEINRRTX type of sovereign [n -RREGES] 

INTERROW EINORRTW existing between rows [adj] 

INTERSEX EEINRSTX person having characteristics of both sexes [n -ES] 

INTERTIE EEIINRTT type of electrical connection [n -S] 

INTERVAL AEILNRTV space of time between periods or events [n -S] 

INTERWAR AEINRRTW happening between wars [adj] 

INTHRALL AHILLNRT to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INTHRALS AHILNRST INTHRAL, to enthrall (to charm (to attract irresistibly)) [v] 

INTHRONE EHINNORT to enthrone (to place on throne) [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INTIFADA AADFIINT uprising of Palestinians against Israelis [n -S] 

INTIMACY ACIIMNTY state of being closely associated [n -CIES] 

INTIMATE AEIIMNTT to make known indirectly [v -D, -NING, -S] 

INTIMIST IIIMNSTT writer or artist who deals with deep personal experiences [n -S] 

INTITLED DEIILNTT INTITLE, to entitle (to give title to) [v] 

INTITLES EIILNSTT INTITLE, to entitle (to give title to) [v] 

INTITULE EIILNTTU to entitle (to give title to) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

INTOMBED BDEIMNOT INTOMB, to entomb (to place in tomb) [v] 

INTONATE AEINNOTT to intone (to speak in singing voice) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTONERS EINNORST INTONER, one that intones (to speak in singing voice) [n] 

INTONING GIINNNOT INTONE, to speak in singing voice [v] 

INTORTED DEINORTT INTORT, to twist inward [v] 

INTRADAY AADINRTY occurring within single day [adj] 

INTRADOS ADINORST inner curve of arch [n -ES] 

INTRANET AEINNRTT computer network with restricted access [n -S] 

INTRANTS AINNRSTT INTRANT, entrant (one that enters (to come or go into)) [n] 

INTREATS AEINRSTT INTREAT, to entreat (to ask for earnestly) [v] 

INTRENCH CEHINNRT to entrench (to establish firmly) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

INTREPID DEIINPRT fearless (unafraid (not afraid (filled with apprehension))) [adj] 

INTRIGUE EGIINRTU to arouse curiosity of [v -D, -UING, -S] 

INTROITS IINORSTT INTROIT, music sung at beginning of worship service [n] 

INTROMIT IIMNORTT to put in [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

INTRONIC CIINNORT INTRON, intervening sequence in genetic code [adj] 

INTRORSE EINORRST facing inward [adj] 

INTRUDED DDEINRTU INTRUDE, to thrust or force oneself in [v] 

INTRUDER DEINRRTU one that intrudes (to thrust or force oneself in) [n -S] 

INTRUDES DEINRSTU INTRUDE, to thrust or force oneself in [v] 

INTRUSTS INRSSTTU INTRUST, to entrust (to give over for safekeeping) [v] 

INTUBATE ABEINTTU to insert tube into [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INTUITED DEIINTTU INTUIT, to know without conscious reasoning [v] 

INTURNED DEINNRTU INTURN, turning inward [adj] 

INTWINED DEIINNTW INTWINE, to entwine (to twine around) [v] 

INTWINES EIINNSTW INTWINE, to entwine (to twine around) [v] 

INTWISTS IINSSTTW INTWIST, to entwist (to twist together) [v] 

INUKSHUK HIKKNSUU figure of human made of stones [n -S] 

INUKSUIT IIKNSTUU INUKSUK, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n] 

INUKSUKS IKKNSSUU INUKSUK, inukshuk (figure of human made of stones) [n] 

INULASES AEILNSSU INULASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 
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INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating (to overwhelm with water) [adj] 

INUNDATE ADEINNTU to overwhelm with water [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INURBANE ABEINNRU not urbane (refined and elegant) [adj] 

INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

INVADERS ADEINRSV INVADER, one that invades (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n] 

INVADING ADGIINNV INVADE, to enter for conquest or plunder [v] 

INVALIDS ADIILNSV INVALID, to disable physically [v] 

INVASION AIINNOSV act of invading (to enter for conquest or plunder) [n -S] 

INVASIVE AEIINSVV INVASION, act of invading (to enter for conquest or plunder) [adj] 

INVECTED CDEEINTV edged by convex curves [adj] 

INVEIGHS EGHIINSV INVEIGH, to protest angrily [v] 

INVEIGLE EEGIILNV to induce by guile or flattery [v -D, -LING, -S] 

INVENTED DEEINNTV INVENT, to devise originally [v] 

INVENTER EEINNRTV inventor (one that invents (to devise originally)) [n -S] 

INVENTOR EINNORTV one that invents (to devise originally) [n -S] 

INVERITY EIINRTVY lack of truth [n -TIES] 

INVERSED DEEINRSV INVERSE, to reverse (to turn or move in opposite direction) [v] 

INVERSES EEINRSSV INVERSE, to reverse (to turn or move in opposite direction) [v] 

INVERTED DEEINRTV INVERT, to turn upside down [v] 

INVERTER EEINRRTV one that inverts (to turn upside down) [n -S] 

INVERTIN EIINNRTV enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

INVERTOR EINORRTV type of electrical device [n -S] 

INVESTED DEEINSTV INVEST, to commit something of value for future profit [v] 

INVESTOR EINORSTV one that invests (to commit something of value for future profit) [n -S] 

INVIABLE ABEIILNV not viable (capable of living) [adj] 

INVIABLY ABIILNVY INVIABLE, not viable (capable of living) [adv] 

INVIRILE EIIILNRV not virile (having masculine vigor) [adj] 

INVISCID CDIIINSV not viscid (thick and adhesive) [adj] 

INVITEES EEIINSTV INVITEE, one that is invited [n] 

INVITERS EIINRSTV INVITER, one that invites (to request presence of) [n] 

INVITING GIIINNTV INVITE, to request presence of [v] 

INVOCATE ACEINOTV to invoke (to appeal to for aid) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INVOICED CDEIINOV INVOICE, to bill (to present statement of costs to) [v] 

INVOICES CEIINOSV INVOICE, to bill (to present statement of costs to) [v] 

INVOKERS EIKNORSV INVOKER, one that invokes (to appeal to for aid) [n] 

INVOKING GIIKNNOV INVOKE, to appeal to for aid [v] 

INVOLUTE EILNOTUV to roll or curl up [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INVOLVED DEILNOVV INVOLVE, to contain or include as part [v] 

INVOLVER EILNORVV one that involves (to contain or include as part) [n -S] 

INVOLVES EILNOSVV INVOLVE, to contain or include as part [v] 

INWALLED ADEILLNW INWALL, to surround with wall [v] 

INWARDLY ADILNRWY on inside [adv] 

INWEAVED ADEEINVW INWEAVE, to weave together [v] 

INWEAVES AEEINSVW INWEAVE, to weave together [v] 

IODATING ADGIINOT IODATE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODATION ADIINOOT act of iodating (to iodize (to treat with iodine)) [n -S] 

IODINATE ADEIINOT to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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IODISING DGIIINOS IODISE, to iodize (to treat with iodine) [v] 

IODIZERS DEIIORSZ IODIZER, one that iodizes (to treat with iodine) [n] 

IODIZING DGIIINOZ IODIZE, to treat with iodine [v] 

IODOFORM DFIMOOOR iodine compound [n -S] 

IODOPHOR DHIOOOPR iodine compound [n -S] 

IODOPSIN DIINOOPS pigment in retina [n -S] 

IONICITY CIIINOTY state of existing as or like ion [n -TIES] 

IONISERS EIINORSS IONISER, ionizer (one that ionizes (to convert into ions)) [n] 

IONISING GIIINNOS IONISE, to ionize (to convert into ions) [v] 

IONIZERS EIINORSZ IONIZER, one that ionizes (to convert into ions) [n] 

IONIZING GIIINNOZ IONIZE, to convert into ions [v] 

IONOGENS EGINNOOS IONOGEN, compound capable of forming ions [n] 

IONOMERS EIMNOORS IONOMER, type of plastic (any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials) [n] 

IOTACISM ACIIMOST excessive use of letter iota [n -S] 

IPOMOEAS AEIMOOPS IPOMOEA, flowering plant [n] 

IREFULLY EFILLRUY IREFUL, angry (feeling strong displeasure or hostility) [adv] 

IRENICAL ACEIILNR irenic (peaceful in purpose) [adj] 

IRIDIUMS DIIIMRSU IRIDIUM, metallic element [n] 

IRITISES EIIIRSST IRITIS, inflammation of iris [n] 

IRONBARK ABIKNORR timber tree [n -S] 

IRONCLAD ACDILNOR armored warship [n -S] 

IRONICAL ACIILNOR ironic (pertaining to irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said)) [adj] 

IRONIEST EIINORST IRONY, use of words to express opposite of what is literally said [adj] 

IRONINGS GIINNORS IRONING, clothes pressed or to be pressed [n] 

IRONISED DEIINORS IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

IRONISES EIINORSS IRONISE, to ironize (to mix with nutritional iron) [v] 

IRONISTS IINORSST IRONIST, one who uses irony (use of words to express opposite of what is literally said) [n] 

IRONIZED DEIINORZ IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 

IRONIZES EIINORSZ IRONIZE, to mix with nutritional iron [v] 

IRONLESS EILNORSS having no iron [adj] 

IRONLIKE EIIKLNOR resembling iron [adj] 

IRONNESS EINNORSS state of being iron [n -ES] 

IRONSIDE DEIINORS man of great strength [n -S] 

IRONWARE AEINORRW articles made of iron [n -S] 

IRONWEED DEEINORW shrub (low, woody plant) [n -S] 

IRONWOOD DINOOORW hardwood tree [n -S] 

IRONWORK IKNOORRW objects made of iron [n -S] 

IRRIGATE AEGIIRRT to supply with water by artificial means [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IRRITANT AIINRRTT something that irritates (to excite to impatience or anger) [n -S] 

IRRITATE AEIIRRTT to excite to impatience or anger [v -D, -TING, -S] 

IRRUPTED DEIPRRTU IRRUPT, to rush in forcibly [v] 

ISAGOGES AEGGIOSS ISAGOGE, type of introduction to branch of study [n] 

ISAGOGIC ACGGIIOS branch of theology [n -S] 

ISARITHM AHIIMRST isopleth (type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value)) [n -S] 

ISATINES AEIINSST ISATINE, isatin (chemical compound) [n] 

ISATINIC ACIIINST ISATIN, chemical compound [adj] 

ISCHEMIA ACEHIIMS type of anemia (disorder of blood) [n -S 
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ISCHEMIC CCEHIIMS ISCHEMIA, type of anemia (disorder of blood) [adj] 

ISLANDED ADDEILNS ISLAND, to make into island (land area entirely surrounded by water) [v] 

ISLANDER ADEILNRS one that lives on island [n -S] 

ISLELESS EEILLSSS lacking isle [adj] 

ISOBARES ABEIORSS ISOBARE, isobar (type of atom (smallest unit of element)) [n] 

ISOBARIC ABCIIORS ISOBAR, type of atom (smallest unit of element) [adj] 

ISOBATHS ABHIOSST ISOBATH, line on map connecting points of equal water depth [n] 

ISOBUTYL BILOSTUY hydrocarbon radical [n -S] 

ISOCHEIM CEHIIMOS type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISOCHIME CEHIIMOS isocheim (type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature)) [n -S] 

ISOCHORE CEHIOORS curve used to show relationship between pressure and temperature [n -S] 

ISOCHORS CHIOORSS ISOCHOR, isochore (curve used to show relationship between pressure and temperature) [n] 

ISOCHRON CHINOORS line on chart connecting points representing same time [n -S] 

ISOCLINE CEIILNOS type of rock formation [n -S] 

ISOCRACY ACCIORSY form of government [n -CIES] 

ISOFORMS FIMOORSS ISOFORM, one of two or more proteins having similar form [n] 

ISOGENIC CEGIINOS genetically similar [adj] 

ISOGLOSS GILOOSSS line on map between linguistically varied areas [n -ES] 

ISOGONAL AGILNOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S] 

ISOGONES EGINOOSS ISOGONE, line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field [n] 

ISOGONIC CGIINOOS isogone (line on map used to show characteristics of earth's magnetic field) [n -S] 

ISOGRAFT AFGIORST to transplant from one individual to another of same species [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ISOGRAMS AGIMORSS ISOGRAM, line on map connecting points of equal value [n] 

ISOGRAPH AGHIOPRS line on map indicating areas that are linguistically similar [n -S] 

ISOGRIVS GIIORSSV ISOGRIV, line drawn on map such that all points have equal grid variation [n] 

ISOHYETS EHIOSSTY ISOHYET, line on map connecting points having equal rainfall [n] 

ISOLABLE ABEILLOS capable of being isolated [adj] 

ISOLATED ADEILOST ISOLATE, to set apart from others [v] 

ISOLATES AEILOSST ISOLATE, to set apart from others [v] 

ISOLATOR AILOORST one that isolates (to set apart from others) [n -S] 

ISOLEADS ADEILOSS ISOLEAD, line on ballistic graph [n] 

ISOLINES EIILNOSS ISOLINE, isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n] 

ISOLOGUE EGILOOSU type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ISOMERIC CEIIMORS ISOMER, type of chemical compound [adj] 

ISOMETRY EIMORSTY equality of measure [n -RIES] 

ISOMORPH HIMOOPRS something similar to something else in form [n -S] 

ISONOMIC CIIMNOOS ISONOMY, equality of civil rights [adj] 

ISOPACHS ACHIOPSS ISOPACH, isogram connecting points of equal thickness [n] 

ISOPHOTE EHIOOPST curve on chart joining points of equal light intensity [n -S] 

ISOPLETH EHILOPST type of isogram (line on map connecting points of equal value) [n -S] 

ISOPODAN ADINOOPS isopod (kind of crustacean) [n -S] 

ISOPRENE EEINOPRS volatile liquid [n -S] 

ISOSPINS IINOPSSS ISOSPIN, type of quantum number [n] 

ISOSPORY IOOPRSSY condition of producing sexual or asexual spores of but one kind [n -RIES] 

ISOSTACY ACIOSSTY isostasy (state of balance in earth's crust) [n -CIES] 

ISOSTASY AIOSSSTY state of balance in earth's crust [n -SIES] 

ISOTACHS ACHIOSST ISOTACH, line on map connecting points of equal wind velocity [n] 
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ISOTHERE EEHIORST type of isotherm (line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature) [n -S] 

ISOTHERM EHIMORST line on map connecting points of equal mean temperature [n -S] 

ISOTONES EINOOSST ISOTONE, type of atom (smallest unit of element) [n] 

ISOTONIC CIINOOST of equal tension [adj] 

ISOTOPES EIOOPSST ISOTOPE, form of element [n] 

ISOTOPIC CIIOOPST ISOTOPE, form of element [adj] 

ISOTROPY IOOPRSTY state of being identical in all directions [n -PIES] 

ISOTYPES EIOPSSTY ISOTYPE, type of diagram [n] 

ISOTYPIC CIIOPSTY ISOTYPE, type of diagram [adj] 

ISOZYMES EIMOSSYZ ISOZYME, type of enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

ISOZYMIC CIIMOSYZ ISOZYME, type of enzyme (complex protein) [adj] 

ISSUABLE ABEILSSU authorized for issuing [adj] 

ISSUABLY ABILSSUY ISSUABLE, authorized for issuing [adv] 

ISSUANCE ACEINSSU act of issuing (to come forth) [n -S] 

ISTHMIAN AHIIMNST native of isthmus [n -S] 

ISTHMOID DHIIMOST isthmic (pertaining to isthmus (strip of land connecting two larger land masses)) [adj] 

ITCHIEST CEHIISTT ITCHY, causing itching sensation [adj] 

ITCHINGS CGHIINST ITCHING, uneasy or tingling skin sensation [n] 

ITEMISED DEEIIMST ITEMISE, to itemize (to set down particulars of) [v] 

ITEMISER EEIIMRST itemizer (one that itemizes (to set down particulars of)) [n -S] 

ITEMISES EEIIMSST ITEMISE, to itemize (to set down particulars of) [v] 

ITEMIZED DEEIIMTZ ITEMIZE, to set down particulars of [v] 

ITEMIZER EEIIMRTZ one that itemizes (to set down particulars of) [n -S] 

ITEMIZES EEIIMSTZ ITEMIZE, to set down particulars of [v] 

ITERANCE ACEEINRT repetition [n -S] 

ITERATED ADEEIRTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 

ITERATES AEEIRSTT ITERATE, to repeat (to say or do again) [v] 

IVORIEST EIIORSTV IVORY, hard white substance found in elephant tusks [adj] 
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